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Social
Security
payments
shrinking

in a 'Playful City'
Youth meet
at park for
morning of
celebration
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Millions of older people fete
shrinking Social Security
checks next year, the first time
in a generation that payments
Would not rise.
The trustees who oversee
Social Security are projecting
their won't be a cost of living
adjustment(COLA)for the eat
two years. That hasn't happened
since automatic increases were
adopted in 1975.
By law, Social Security benefits
cannot
go
down.
Nevertheless, monthly payOrients would drop for millions
of people in the Medicare prescription drug program because
the premiums, which often are
deducted from Social Security
payments, apt scheduled to go
up slilliglY•
II will promise you, they
count on that COLA,* said
Barbara Kennelly, a former
Democratic oonivesswoman
from Connecticut who now
heads the National Cosmuittee
to Preserve Social Security sad
Medicare. "To some people, it
-
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isildtan of all ages gathCared Saturday morning
at Murray's Central Park
to oele8matt the city again being
designated a Playful City USA.
Activities included an obstacle
course, temporary skateboard
post, disc seif demonstrations
and lessons, geocadring, straw
nxkets, bubbles, water games,
sidewalk sat and14.0.R.S.E.S.
Other activities included a
small carnival of special events,
flee hot dogs and soft drinks for
everyone, water balloons,
gawp, the Kentucky State
-"Polices millover trailer and a
preliafeary tour of a planned
dog ParkMurray was remedy named
one of 93 communities in the
cautery to riceiye the 2009 des
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Searching resumed at about 6
eataring a ream is twoceira.m. and the body was located at
*Pd to siVi uP bY S911099
about 9:30 a.m., he said.
Sega, 11
Burkeen said Will's body was
"It's for ages 18 and over.
found in water that was eight
flowever we're ping to
feet deep and was very close to
Awe lit aad17 yertisde to
where the accident had
plaY as long as IMMO sip
occurred, according to eyewitness accounts. He said that Lois
Alexander,a DES Rescue Squad
member, speaks fluent Gerona
will bp Oa.
because she has family (ruin
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there and was able to interview
bt Mem businessman
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Clark: Body recovered from lake Sunday
Faratast
gr The Aesselded Prim
Monday...Sunny. Highs In the
lower 805. Northeast winds 5
mph.
Monday Md...Clear. Lows
In the upper 50e. Northeast
winds 5 mph in the evening
becoming calm after midnight.
'ftimeday...Sunny. Highs In
the mid 80a. Southeast winds 5
InPh•

liy HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Emergency personnel recovered the body of a 42-year-old
German man in Kentucky Lake
Sunday morning after searching
throughout Saturday night.
Sgt. Garry Clark, spokesman
for Kentucky Fish and Wildlife
Resources, identified the individual as iochen Will, adding
that he apparently drowned after
being hit by a pontoon boat near
Panorama Shores Saturday
afternoon. Clark said Will and

two friends, also from Germany,
swam from Panorama Shores to
the Wildcat Boat Ramp and
were swimming back when Will
was hit by the boat. He said the
two other men had made it back
to the shore when Will was hit
about 100 feet out. Fish mid
Wildlife responded to the scene
at about 2:55 p.m. Saturday, be
said. The Calloway County
Sheriff's Office was one of several responding agencies, he
said.
Clark said he had learned that
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Will had been in the area for two
or three years and that authorities contacted his next of kin in
Ohio. Will was from Bich,
Germany,be said.
Calloway County DES Rescue
Squad Chief Ronnie Burkeen
said he and other volunteers
were called to the lake at about
2:30 p.m. He said they used
sonar equipment to search the
area and dragged the lake floor
until about 4:30 a.m. Sunday.
After that, some personnel went
home while two or three stayed.
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Murray man faces several
charges after fleeing police
$taff Gaped
A Murray man was charged
with assault and arrested after
allegedly fleeing from law
enforcement Friday night.
According to a press release
from Kentucky State Police at
Post 1 in Mayfield, KSP
received notification that the
Henry County (Tenn.) Sheriff's
Department was in pursuit of a
white Jeep Cherokee and had
crossed the state line into
Calloway
County. Henry
County units advised that the
vehicle was reportedly attempting to ram their vehicles in an
effort to escape.
After traveling down State
Line Road, deputies stopped
their pursuit because the erratic
and dangerous driving of the

suspect, the report said. The suspect's vehicle, later learned to
be driven by Eugene Duffy, 53,
of Murray, was located approximately 5 to 10 minutes later on
Kentucky Highway 94 by
Murray Police Officer Andy
Cooper. Cooper initiated pursuit
when the vehicle failed to yield.
The report noted that during
the pursuit, Duffy turned down a
dead-end road and circled
through a residential yard and
drove back toward Cooper, at
which point the vehicles collided. After striking Cooper's
police cruiser, Duffy reportedly
continued to flee and got back
onto Robertson Road, traveling
north.

•See Page 2
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HOSPITAL TOUR: Board members with the Murray-Calloway County Hospital take a look at
we of ON algal owe units in the new wing currently under construction. The building in
availed to open in January. The board toured the new facility on Saturday.
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New armor commander to be Installed

"'Nit

FORT KNOX, Ky.(AP) — A change-of-command ceremony
will be held later this week for the new commander of Fort Knox's
Armor Center and School.
Maj. Gen. James Milano will be its 44th commander when he is
installed on Thursday. He comes to the central Kentucky post after
an assignment as the Director of the Iraq Training and Advisory
Mission.
Milano replaces Col. David Teeples, who will resume his position as Deputy Commander of the Armor Center and School.
• Milano is expected to be the last Chief of Armor to reside at Fort
Knox, as the Armor Center will is targeted to be moved to Fort
Benning, Ga., by September 2011.

1-65 expectml to be done by Sepbember
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.(AP)— Construction on Interstate 65

from near Bowling Green to the Kentucky-Tennessee state line is

expected to be complete by the end of September.
Kentucky Department of Highways spokeswoman Keirsten
Jaggers told the Bowling Green Daily News that paving has started on the expansion of the 4.2-mile section from just north of Ky.
240.
The $28 million project near Bowling Green is the final segment
for the expansion to six lands in Kentucky. The total cost of the
expansion has been about $300 million over 10 years.
The goal is still to expand the remaining mileage between the
parkway and south of Elizabethtown, which is four lanes.

Insurance adjusters look at prison after riot
BURGIN, Ky.(AP)— Officials said Sunday that investigators
and insurance adjusters have started probing what's left of a
Kentucky prison in the wake of a fiery riot that injured 16 people
and forced 700 inmates to be relocated.
The damage assessment could take several days and a probe into
what prompted Friday night's melee would likely start later in the
week, Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet spokeswoman
• Jennifer Brislin said.
• "This is not a quick thing," Brislin said. "They continue to assess
the entire situation."
Prisoners started some of the fires in trash cans, and flames
eventually spread, shooting into the air during the riot. Several
buildings were seriously damaged at the Northpoint Training
Center, a medium-security facility about 30 miles south of
'Lexington.

1111 Faces charges ...
:from Front
KSP Trooper Brian Duvall of
the Kentucky State Police was
on Highway 94 and reported
observingthe vehicle traveling
north toward him. Duvall then
pulled onto Robertson Road,
where he collided with Duffy's
vehicle. Duffy was subsequently taken into custody and traus•ported to Murray-Calloway
'County Hospital for injuries
'received in the collisions. He
was treated and released and

was lodged in the Calloway
County Jail on charges of driving under the influence in the
second degree (aggravated circumstances), driving DUI with
a suspended license in the second degree, assault in the first
degree on a police officer while
resisting arrest, and wanton
endangerment in the first degree
of a police officer. He is facing
more charges by Musray.Police
Department and charges by
Tennessee authorities, the report
said.

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) —
McCracken County officials
won't sen dozens of electrical
generators they purchased during a devastating ice storm in
January, opting instead to keep
them around in case they're
needed in the future.
They reversed an earlier
decision to give 18 of the generators to local emergency
agencies and to auction off the
remaining 26 this fall.
Some local residents criticized the county for spending
$88,000 on the generators,
questioning whether they were
actually needed.
The Paducah Sun reported
that the majority of the generators were either not used or
used improperly to power the
homes of emergency workers.
The original intent was to loan
the generators to sick people
who needed electricity to
power medical equipment.
County officials originally
defended the purchase, saying
the
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency would
reimburse the entire cost.
However, FEMA could only
document that 18 were used for
emergencies and reimbursed
the county $11,000.
For several months after the
storm, the county rented a
building for $2,900 a month to
store the generators and other
storm-related goods. The items
were later moved to the county
road department prase.
Deputy Judge-Executive
Doug Hantice said one prm.
tor has been Missing since the
ice storm, and two never
worked properly and are being
used for pmts.
Records show that the rescue squad has three generators,
the marl department three, the
McCracken -County Amateur
Emergency Radio Club four,
the West McCracken Fire
Department three, the Hendren
Fire Department two, Lone
.Oak Fire • Department • one.
• Carson Park one, Concord Fire
Department four and the
American Red Cross two.

III Shrinking...
From Front

AP Pnoto/Bninnan Linsley
WU UNIVERSE: Miss Universe 2006 Dayana Mendoza, of
Venezuela, right, places the Miss Universe 2009 crown on
Mies Venezuela Stefanie Fernandez at the end of the Mies
Universe beauty pageant in Nassau, Bahamas,Sunday,Aug.
23.

•Playful City ...
From Front

seriously."
The cekbration began with a
the Murray-Calloway County
ribbon cutting and presentation.
Parks & Recreation board of
To honor cities and towns
directors last week, describing
making a commitment to play,
Saturday's huge event.
"It's a great honor for such a KaBOOM!,a national non-profsmall town to be the only one it dedicated to bringing play
chosen," Harrington said. "Part back into children's lives, names
of the reason is the willingness them Playful City USA commuof the city council to take play nities.

111 BBBS Kickball ...
From Front
'new Dinh.
The event is sponsored by
Campbell Realty, MurrayCalloway County Parks and
Dinh. All proceeds will benefit
Big Brothers Big Sisters efforts
to raise funds to provide adult
motoring services to hundreds
of Mturay-Calloway County

youngsters.
Registration forms may be
picked up at Campbell Realty
OD North 12th Street.
For more information, contact
Tracy or Keith Williams at 2933467 or 293-3468. Tracy
Williams may also be contacted
by email at tracy @eampbellrealty.com.

ill Body recovered...
From Front
the two men who had been with
Will and translate for them.
Birdmen said other responding
agencies included the local Red
Cross chapter, Calloway County
Emergency Management and
Marshall County DES Rescue
Squad, who also brought sonar

equipment.
Calloway County Coroner
Rick Harris said, according to
information he received, Will
was part of a three-person
triathlon swim team and the
men were training for the
Ironman race to be held in
Louisville Sept. 30.
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Our Elected Officials
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
2411 Raybum House Office Bldg.
www.house.goviwhitfield
Every one of us has been

touched by sadness, but if that
sadness lingers, it might be time to
seek treatment.

•.

AI I ake !lawn Behavioral
lealth Center, we understand the
importance of brighter days and our
team works to develop a treatment plan

To make a referral,
call(731)644.8420 or
1.800.489.1203.

just for sou.
If You or a

loved one need help,
please call today for a consultation.

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
wvAv.jim_bunning0bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343

State Sen. Ken Winters(R-Murray)
Legislative Offices, Capitol Annex
1-800-372-7181

Frankfort, Ky. 40601

State Rep. Melvin Henley(0-Murray)
Room 329J, Capitol Annex
e-mail: melvin.henleyelrc.ky.gov

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1-800-372-7181

GET NEWS TO US
FAST AND EASY!
Direct items to these departments:

Introducing Lake Haven Behavioral Center
Medical Director
HCMC is pleased to expand our psychiatric services with
the addition of Jeffery Warren, MD,specializing in the
evaluation and treatment of child, adult, and geriatric
patients.
1027 Mineral Wells Avenue, Suite 7
Paris, TN 38242
731.642.7802

Arts
Busks's*
Community
Detsbook
litclucation
Farm / Ag
Forum
Health
Letters
Obituartims
Outdoors
Scsinss
Sonlors
Sports
Worship
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might not be a big deal. But to
seniors, especially with their
health care costs, it is a big
deal."
Cost of living adjustments are
pegged to inflation, which has
been negative this year, largely
because energy prices are below'
2008 levels.
Advocates say older people
still face higher prices because
they spend a disproportionate
amount of their income on
health care, where costs rise
faster than inflation. Many also
have suffered from declining
home values and shrinking
stock portfolios just as they are
relying on those assets for
income.
"For many elderly, they don't
feel that inflation is low because
their expenses are still going
up," said David Certner,legislative policy director for AARP.
"Anyone who has savings and
investments has seen some serious losses."
About 50 million retired and
disabled Americans receive
Social Security benefits. The
average monthly benefit for
retirees is $1,153 this year. All
beneficiaries received a 5.8 percent increase in January, the
largest since 1982.
More than 32 million people
are in the Medicare prescription
drug program. Average monthly
premiums are set to go from
$28 this year to $30 next year,
though they vary by plan. About
6 million people in the program
have premiums deducted from
their monthly Social Security
payments, according to the
Social Security Administration.
Millions of people with
Medicare Part B coverage for
doctors' visits also have their
premiums deducted from Social
Security payments. Part B premiums are expected to rise as
well. But uncle the law, the
increase cannot be larger than
the increase in Social Security
benefits for most recipients.
There is no such hold-harmless provision for drug premiums.
Kennelly's group wants
Congress to increase Social
Security benefits next year,
even though the formula doesn't
call for it. She would like to see
either a I percent increase in
monthly payments or a onetime payment of $150.
The cost of a one-time payment, a little less than $8 billion, could be covered by
increasing the amount of
income subjected to Social
Security taxes, Kennelly said.
Workers only pay Social
Security taxes on the first
$106,800 of income, a limit that
rises each year with the average
national wage.
But the limit only increases if
monthly benefits increase.
Critics argue that Social
Security recipients shouldn't get
an increase when inflation is
negative. They note that recipients got a big increase in
January — after energy prices
had started to fall. They also
note that Social Security recipients received one-time $250
payments in the spring as part
of the government's economic
stimulus package.
Consumer prices are down
from 2008 levels, giving Social
Security recipients more purchasing power, even if their
benefits stay the same, said
Andrew G. Biggs, a resident
scholar at the American
Enterprise
Institute,
a
Washington think tank.
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Allen Thomas Cunningham, 61, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 23,
2009, at 4:05 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Air Force veteran, he ..ad retired as supervisor for Briggs & Stratton with 25 years of service,
and was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Preceding him in death were his first wife,
Anna Margaret Smith Cunningham, and his father,
Alfred Cunningham. He was born April 6, 1948, in
Murray.
Survivors include his wife, Vicki McClard
Cunningham, to whom he was married July
2005, in Murray; one daughter, Sara Jane Hedges
Cunningham and husband, Jon, Paducah; his mother, Maxine
Cunningham Fields and husband, George, and one
stepdaughter, Catlyn Jump, Murray; three sisters,
Shelia Cohoon and husband, Teddy, Santa Rosa
Beach, Fla., and Debbie Siress and Belinda
Coughenour and husband Larry, all of Murray.
The funeral will be Wednesday at Ii a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will
be at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Tuesday. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Shriners Children's Hospital, 1900
Richmond Rd., Lexington, KY 40502-1204.

Mrs. Patsy Ruth Farris
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Stimulus, auto sales drop unemployment

WASHINGTON (AP) — A California and Georgia.
rebound in the auto industry And
But the report also showed
federal stimulus money helped that 21 states added jobs last
lower unemployment rates in month, compared with only 10
many of the 17 states that report- in June. Some states, like Texas,
ed drops in July — a hopeful added jobs but still saw their
sign after only five states had unemployment rates increase.
scen their jobless rates dip in That tends to happen as more
June.
jobless people enter the work
Still, the Labor Department force.
report showed that joblessness
"This is just a further indicaremains widespread as 26 states tion that the worst is over and
repotted higher unemployment the recession is coming to an
rates.
end," said Gus Faucher, an
Many economists expect jobs economist
Moody's
at
to remain scarce nationwide and Economy,corn
the unemployment rate to top 10
Faucher said the Obama
percent by the end of the year, administration's $787 billion
up from 9.4 percent in July.
stimulus package, which helped
Fifteen states and the District pay many states' Medicaid and
of Columbia are suffering from other costs, allowed many gate
unemployment rates above 10 governments to avoid laying off
percent. Michigan's rate was 15 more workers.
percent in July, down from 15.2
"The question is, will the
percent in June — the first time economy be strong enough to
any state's jobless rate had sustain the expansion once the
topped 15 percent since 1984.
stimulus starts to fader he said.
The states with the next highNew York state added 62,100
est jobless rates in July were: jobs, the most of any state, and
Rhode Island, at 12.7 percent; saw its unemployment rate drop
Nevada,
12.5
percent; to 8.6 percent from 8.7 percent.
California, 11.9 percent; and
A New York state official,
Oregon, also at 11.9 percent. Peter Neenan, said federal stimFour reached state record highs: ulus-funded projects helped
Rhode
Island,
Nevada, boost employment in the con-

Mrs. Patsy Ruth Farris, 79, Hardin, died Friday, Aug. 21, 2009. at
Britthaven of Benton. She was a retired sales representative for Avon and a member of Hardin Church
of Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, Billy
Joe Farris; one daughter, Beverly Sue Farris; her
parents, John and Lillie Marie Edwards Darnall.
Survivors include four daughters, June Pierce,
Almo, Jane Inglish, Calvert City, Anita Jo Gill,
Hugoton, Kan., and Sherry Truelove, Hardin; one
sister, Doris Smith, Benton; eight grandchildren; 15
great-grandchildren.
WASHINGTON (AP) — college tuition payments for VA
Parris
The funeral will be today (Monday)at 2 p.m. in Outside the Veterans Affairs employees, some of whom were
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. David Department, severely wounded Duncan's family merrbers and
Smith and Marlin Pierce will officiate. Burial will follow in the veterans have faced financial friends. That cost taxpayers
Haymes Cemetery, Benton. Visitation is now at the funeral home. hardship waiting for their first nearly $140,000.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hardin Church of Christ, disability payment. Inside,
Separately, a technology
156 Watkins St., Hardin, KY 420413 or Alzheimer's Association, money has been flowing in the office
employee
became
6100 Dutchmans Ln. Ste. 401, Louisville, KY 40205.
torn of $24 million in bonuses. involved in an "inappropriate
In scathing reports this week, personal relationship" with a
the VA's inspector general said high-level VA official. The techMrs. May Catherine Badmen
Mrs. Mary Catherine Burkeen,82, Murray,died Sunday, Aug. 23, thousands of technology office nology office employee flew 22
2009, at 7:10 p.m. at Fern Terrace, Murray. A beautician, she was a employees at the VA received times
from
Florida
to
member of Church of Christ. She was married Aug. 25, 1951, lo the bonuses over a two-year Washington, where the VA offiA.L. Burkeen who died June 28, 1974. One son, Mikeal Burkeen, period, some under questionable cial lived. That travel cost
died June 12, 1976. Also preceding her in death were one sister, circumstances. It also detailed $37,000.
Dorothy Sue Canter, and an infant brother. Born March 3, 1927, in abuses ranging from nepotism to
The details on the alleged
Detroit, Mich., she was the daughter of the late William Chester an inappropriatt relationship improprieties were in two IG
Canter and Minnie Russell Canter. Survivors include one sista, between two VA eavloyees.
reports issued this week. VA
The
inspector
general spokeswoman Katie Roberts
Juanita Marie Mansholt, Portland, Ore.; three brothers, Charles Rex
Canter and wife, Sarah, Cuba, Ky., James Canter and wife, Amanda, accused one recently retired VA said the agency was extremely
California, Mo., and William Lee Canter and wife, Nancy, official of acting "as if she was concerned about the IG's findMurfreesboro, Tenn. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in given a blank checkbook" as ings and would pursue a thorawards and bonuses were dis- ough review.
charge of arrangements.
tributed to employees of the
"VA does not condone misOffice of Information and conduct by its employees and
Mks Bosse
Visitation for Mike Bosse will be Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m. in th.: Technology in 2007 and 2008. will take the appropriate camefellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, Ky. Hwy. 121 In some cases the justification tion action for those who violate
North at Stella. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge for the bonuses was inadequate VA policy," Roberts said in an email to The Associated Press.
of arrangements, but no public servioes
-Bawd- -PF %,...q4Cgi°11tthle. the 1
9 11164.4.
• • • .1 •••
1.4)41E14 Jelitifillnith.
.On , Friday, Joe Davis,' a
uled.
. uncan, also engaged in nepo- spokesman for the Veterans of
Mr. Bosse, 62, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 21, D
2009. at 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County tism and got $60,000 in bonuses Foreign Wars, said if the allegaHospital. An Army veteran of Vietnam War, he was a herself, the IG said. In addition, tions are found to be true, inditruck driver for Glen-Di Trucking and attended Goshen United managers improperly authorized viduals involved should lose
Methodist Church. Born July 25, 1947, in Evansville, Ind., he was
the son of the late Joseph and Joyce Ashley Bosse.
Survivors include his wife, Sharon Kobialka Bosse, to whom he
was married Oct. 2, 1971; two daughters, Heather Bosse, Murray,
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. ly appreciate the nation's interand Sherri Taapken and husband. Rod, Dawson, Ill.; one son,
Nicholas Bosse and wife, Traci. Fort Knox; 12 grandchildren; two (AP) — The Army on Friday est in Terrance's life and his
stepsisters. Sue Humbolt and husband, Raymond, Wichita, Kan., identified four members of an contributions to our great nation,
and Shelia Totam and husband. Dan, Eldorado Springs, Mo.; one elite special operations unit we ask that the media respect
stepbrother, Thomas Pate, Tulsa, Okla.; several nieces and nephews. killed in a helicopter training our privacy and allow us time to
accident in Colorado.
grieve," she said.
alsn Mason McClure
Those killed in Wednesday's
The soldiers were members
Glen Mason McClure, 85, 1917 Red Oak Dr., Paris, Tenn., died crash were Chief Warrant of the Fort Campbell-based
Saturday, Aug. 22, 2009, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
Officers 4 Terrance Geer, 40, of Delta Company, 1st Battalion,
An Army veteran of World War II he served 4, Casper, Wyo.; and Robert 160th
Special Operations
Normandy, Northern France, Central Europe and at Johnson, 41, of Seattle; and Aviation Regiment, created
the Battle of the Bulge. He formerly fanned in the Staff Sgts. Paul Jackson, 33, of more than 20 years ago
after a
Blood River Community and retired from Kimbel Lancaster, Md., and Chad failed mission
to rescue
Lumber Company, formerly of Paris, and was a Tucker, 28, of Titusville,
Fla.
hostages in Iran.
member of Church of Christ and attended Blood
Geer's wife, Gina, said in a
Army Special Operations
River Church of Christ.
statement released by the Army Command officials said their
Born July 28. 1924, in Calloway County, Ky., he
was the son of the late Odia and Gertrude Wisehart that the family appreciates the MH-60 Black Hawk helicopter
McClure. Also preceding him in death were three outpouring of support from the crashed while conducting mounsisters, Myrtis Stubblefield, Nell Smith and Fay community. "While we sincere- tain and environmental training
McClure
Warren; one brother, Aylon McClure; one nephew,
Herbert McClure.
Ti) My Valued Customers:
Survivors include his wife, Clemonteen Wilson
McClure, to whom he was married May 28, 1948;
e• wer
The time has come for me to branch out on my own
• Iwo
two
sons, Dennis McClure and wife, Susan, Henry,
Ie..
•
again.
1 want to thank youfor allowing me to groom your
Tenn., And Jimmy McClure and wife, Angela,
for
pet
the last two years at Westside. 1 have chosen to
Medina, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Ken Evans and husband, Jason,
continue what 1 love and what I have donefor the past 19
Paris, and Dustin McClure, Henry, Tenn.; one great-grandchild,
Kinslee Evans, Paris; and several nieces.
years, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of M.:.Evoy
grooming pmvides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
Funeral Home, Paris. Bro. Jim Canter and Gary S. Collier will off
stress-free environmentfor your pet and myself I would
ciate. Pallbearers will be Dustin McClure,Jason Evans, Limy
be honored to continue providing quality grooming servMartin, Zachary Martin, Jessie Wilson and Henry Armstrong,
ice
at your home or business in my professional grooming
active; Jerry Fuqua and Leon Gibson. honorary. Burial will follow
van.
For detailed information, you can visit my website
Memorial
Cemetery.
Hillcrest
Park
Visitation
in the
will be at the
funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Monday) and after 9 a.m.
at: www.yourmobilegroomercom, or contact me at (270)
Tuesday.
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F, 7-7;

struction sector. That money
also helped boost the number of
young people hired for government-funded summer jobs, he
said,
The effects of an improving
auto industry were widespread
in July. General Motors and
Chrysler reopened many factories that had been shut down in
May and June as the companies
emerged from bankruptcy protection.
Automakers also are benefiting from the government's Cash
for Clunkers program, which
provides rebates of up to $4,500
to consumers who trade in older
cars for fuel-efficient new ones.
The program will end today.
Largely
as
a
result,
Michigan's ailing economy
actually added 38,1(X) jobs in
July, the second-most of any
state.
Indiana saw its unemploy
ment rate dip to 10.6 percent
from 10.7 percent in the previous month. Though the state lost
jobs overall, the auto sector's
growth benefited its manufacturers.
"Large increases in manufacturing employment ... are a
direct result of Hoosier auto

workers going back to work."
said Teresa Voors, Indiana
Department of Workforce
Development Commissioner.
Minnesota enjoyed one of the
biggest drops in joblessness, to
8.1 percent from 8.4 percent.
The state added 10,300 jobs, the
first gain in almost a year.
Eight of the state's 11 industrial sectors saw gains, according to its Department of
Employment and Economic
Development.
Leisure and hospitality led
the way with 3,900 more jobs.
Government, manufacturing and
business services also had a
strong July.
About 95 percent of employers surveyed by the department
expect to keep or add jobs,
though significant job growth
may not come before 2010, said
Dan McElroy, the department's
commissioner.
The 13 other states where
unemployment in July fell were:
Oregon, Virginia, Connecticut,
Delaware, Hawaii, Maine,
Nebraska, South Carolina,
South
Dakota,
Vermont,
Tennessee, Washington and
West Virginia.

Vets suffer as VA tech workers split $24 million
their jobs, and legal action
should be taken.
"America's veterans served
their nation honorably and with
no expectations of reward,"
Davis said in an e-mail. "It
should not be too much to ask
for that same level of commitment from government employees, too."
And Sen. Richard Burr, RN.C., the top Republican on the
Senate
Veterans'
Affairs
Committee, said Congress
should investigate.
The number of claims the VA
needs to process has escalated,
and the Information and
Technology Office has a critical
role in improving the technological infrastructure to handle the
increase. President Barack
Obama has said creating a seamless transition for records
between the Pentagon and the
VA could help eliminate a backlog that has left some veterans
waiting months for a disability
check.
. Much of the IG's focus was
on Duncan, the former executive
assistant to the ex-assistant secretary for information and technology, Robert Howard.

In one situation, a part-time
intern with connections to
Duncan was allowed to convert
to a full-time paid position even
though the individual was working a part-time schedule 500
miles away at college, the IG
said.
"We have never known of
any other new VA employee
provided such favorable treatment," the IG said.
The individual's name and
relationship to Duncan was
blacked out, as were many othcr
names in the reports.
Investigators recommended
thai the employees who received
the college money pay it back.
The largest amount awarded was
$33,000.
In addition to Duncan, three
other high-level employee.s
received $73,000, $58,000 and
$59,000 in bonuses in 2007 and
2008,the IG said. In 2007 alone,
4,700 employees were awarded
bonuses, on average $2,500
each.
Some employees were given
cash' awards for services that
were supposedly provided
before the employees started
working at VA, the IG said.

Fort Campbell soldiers killed in crash named

Some swine flu patients
.r,
.do not require Tamiflu
: LONDON (AP) — Healthy
;people who catch swine flu do
not need antivirals like Tamiflu,
;but the young, the old and the
pregnant surely do, the World
:-Flealth Organization declared in
•.
•new advice to doctors.
agency said
•r. The U.N. health
::people who are otherwise
:healthy with mild to moderate
pcases of swine flu or regular flu
:don't need the popular drug,
:
.calling the medical evidence for
.
it to those people "low
i
•:givng
•:quality."
: But people thought to be at

risk for complications from
swine flu — children less than
five years old, pregnant women,
people over age 65 and those
with other health prob1ems like
heart disease. HIV or diabetes
-- should definitely get the
drug. WHO said.
WHO also recommended that
all patients, including children,
who have severe or worsening
cases of swine flu, with breathing difficulties, chest pain or
severe weakness, should get
Tamiflu immediately, perhaps in
higher doses than now used.

Sat. 9-1.
Again, thank you and 1 hope to see you again soon.
Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming
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near Colorado's second-highest
summit, Mount Massive.
Each of the highly decorated
soldiers had extensive combat
experience and had completed
the Army's most rigorous
schools and training programs.
Their elite aviation unit is
home 10 some Of the Army's best
helicopter pilots, who focus on
getting Special Forces soldiers,
Army Rangers and Navy
SEALS into some of the most
dangerous areas of the world for
covert operations.
Using the cover of nightfall
and keeping low to the ground to
avoid radar detection, the pilots
often navigate through enemy
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Full Service Grooming at Your Curb
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territory and bad weather tp
safely deliver and retrieve soldiers. Army special forces leaders recognized the need for
highly trained aviation unit after
an operation failed to rescue
hostages in Iran in 1980 and
resulted in two helicopter crashes and eight deaths.
The new team was first called
Task Force 160, and it began
training its pilots to operate in
low-light situations, including
using night-vision equipmedt
and infrared devices, accordirig
to GlobalSecurity.org, a defenie
analysis Web site. The soldier'
special capabilities earned thein
the name Night Stalkers.
•
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opimmies.
Uncontrolled borders a filesfriktomitsroot
threat to U.S. freedom
PORTSTEWART, NORTHERN IRELAND -- The Daily
Telegraph's headline is meant
to shock, or at least get the
attention of Europeans apathetic about the threat they face:
"A Fifth of European Union Will
Be Muslim by 2050."
In a related article "Muslim Europe: the Demographic
Time Bomb Transforming Our
Continent," The Telegraph's lead
sentence summarizes the problem: "Britain and the rest of
the European Union are ignoring a demographic time bomb:
a recent rush into the EU by
migrants, including millions of
Muslims, will change the continent beyond recognition over
the next two decades, and
almost no policymakers are talking about it."
The late British parliamentarian Enoch Powell warned
more than 40 years ago that
Britain had to be mad to allow
In 50,000 dependents of immigrants every year. Powell, who
was denounced as a racist and
A xenophobe by the intellectual elites, compared it to watching a nation busily engaged in
.heaping up its own funeral
pyre.
In retrospect, Powell looks
like a prophet. According to
Oxford demographer David
Coleman. Britain's non-white
population is on course "to
grow from 9 percent at the
last census in 2001 to 29 pertent by the year 2051." Coleman estimates that if Britain
continues at its current level
of immigration -- 191,000 per
year by 1999 reports -- its
:population could increase by
15 million by 2050, which will
bring change most Britons don't
believe in.
.1 In his new book, "ReneeItions on the Revolution in
:Europe: Immigration, Islam and
-the West," Financial Times and
-Weekly Standard columnist
-Christopher Caldwell jilt:INK
:in undisputable terms
:irrefutable facts the threat faced
by the West. He says it is
:worse than anything al-Qaida
:can deliver. Caldwell cites
numerous reasons for the
,predicament faced by Europe
/and the United States), includ:ing the idea of a European
:Union, which is quickly eliminating individual identity, culture and money (the one size
:fits all Euro). Without an identifiable culture, immigrants cannot be assimilated, even if they
.want to be, which in the case
of radical Muslims, argues Caldwell, they don't.
In addition to massive inuni:gration, Caldwell says, the high
: birth rate among immigrants,
:coupled with the low birth rate
among white Europeans (bareZly enough in some countries
Zto replace those who are dying)
:means that soon 20 percent of
ZEurope's population would be
:Muslim.
The rapid population change,

writes Caldwell, is startling when
you consider that as
recently as
the mid-20th
century
:here were
virtually no
Murlims in
Cal's
Western
Europe. At
Thoughts
the turn of By Cal Thomas
this century.
Syndicated
there were
Columnist
between 15
million and 17 million Muslims in Western Europe, including 5 million in France, 4 million in Germany and 2 million in Britain. What is the
attraction of these countries,
which to some Islamic minds
are full of idolatry, hedonism
and secularism? All one need
do is listen to the radical sermons and the vitriolic statements of certain Islamic leaders and spokesmen and to the
radical Islamic media. They
say their goal is to subjugate
Europe and America to their
religion.
At a recent conference near
Chicago called "The Fall of
Capitalism and the Rise of
Islam," Imam laleel Abdul
Razek responded to a question
from the audience about
whether the U.S. Constitution
or Sharia law should rule the
United States when Islam is
in control. Razek said Sharia
would rule and that the Constitution would have to go.
Caldwell writes that uncontrolled immigration without
assimilation "exacts a steep
price in freedom. The multiculturalism that has been
Europe's main way of managing mass immigration requires
the sacrifice of liberties that
natives once thought of as
rights."
Those who support immigration without assimilation
claim the West needs more
brainy people to run their computers and discover cures for
diseases. Why can't our school
systems produce more intelligent people without having to
import them? More than
"brains" are coming to the
West. Those with a radical theological and political agenda
are infiltrating us more effectively than our enemies of the
20th century ever dreamed of
doing.
Twice in the last century
America has delivered Europe
from homegrown evil. It won't
be able to do so again when
that evil is imported and when
America is dealing with immigration problems of its own.
Direct all MAIL for Cal
Thomas to: Tribune Media Services, 2225 Kenmore Ave., Suite
114, Buffalo, N.Y. 14207. Readers may also e-mail Cal Thomas
at tmseditors@tribune.com.

mid health reform proceed without GOP?

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Frustrated liberals have a question for President Barack
Obama and Democratic lawmakers: Isn't it time the other
.guys gave a little ground on
health care? What's the point
of a bipartisan bill, they ask,
if we're making all the concessions?
A case in point:
Sen. Charles Grassley, a key
Republican negotiator on health
care, was on a winning streak
as Congress recessed for
August, having wrung important concessions from Democrats, including an agreement
not to tax employer-provided
health insurance and a limit to
demands on drag companies.
How did Grassley reciprocate? With an attack that struck
Democrats as stunning and
baseless. Grassley told an Iowa
crowd he would not support a
plan that "determines when
you're going to pull the plug
on Grandma." The remark
echoed conservative activists
who wrongly claim a House
health care bill would require
Medicare recipients to discuss
their end-of-life plans with doctors.
For liberals supporting farreaching changes to the nation's
health care system, it was another sign that months of negoOpinions expressed on the Forum page do tiations have been a one-way
`znot necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the street. It's time to move on
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AP NEWS ANALYSIS
By CHARLES BABINGTON
without Republicans, they say.
On Tuesday, liberals were
fuming over Obama's recent
remarks suggesting he might
also yield on the federally run
insurance option he's been promoting. Many saw it as a huge
concession that could leave
them with nothing more than
watered-down insurance cooperatives.
But the Senate's secondranking Republican, Ion Kyl
of Arizona, dismissed even such
co-ops as a "Trojan horse"
leading to government control
of health care.
Many liberals are fed up.
"It is clear that Republicans
have decided 'no health care'
is a victory for them," Andy
Stern, president of the Service
Employees International Union,
said in an interview. "There is
a point at which bipartisanship
reaches a limit, and I would
say it's reaching that limit."
The growing unhappiness
sets a difficult stage for Obama
this fall. Political pragmatists
want him to keep seeking a
middle ground that will attract
at least a few Republican lawmakers as well as moderate
Democrats who could prove
crucial to passage in the House

and Senate. Even modest
achievements, such as preventing insurers from refusing to
cover pre-existing medical conditions, would allow Obama to
claim a victory and perhaps
try for more later, they say.
Liberal activists say there's
no point in the Democrats winning the House, Senate and
White House unless they use
their clout to enact the major
measures that Obama campaigned for — with or without some Republican support.
While liberals are discouraged, the endgame remains
unclear. Some still hope that
Obama
and
congressional
Democratic leaders will use all
their parliamentary powers —
which could prove especially
divisive in the Senate — to
pass a far-reaching bill that
would include a public option
for health insurance and more
palatable consumer costs for
prescription drugs and other
needs.
The pivotal decisions will
be made this fall, with administration officials saying the
debate cannot lapse into the
midterm election year of 2010.
The continued outreach to
Republicans, meanwhile, is test-
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scend party politics. For example, while the war in Iraq may
have been an expensive under-
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taking, reckless support of a
myriad of domestic programs
- the housing dilemma being
a prime example - has a more
profound economic impact. Certainly, the logic of criticizing
the fact that the national debt
dramatically increased under
Bush somehow makes it OK
to double or even triple it again
under Obama is mind boggling.
I am intrigued by the plaudits the writer gave to current
programs intended to build our
economy. The much lauded
stimulus bill has had virtually
no impact.
Locally, well over a million
dollars has been dispersed, and
I challenge anyone to show us
what has been "built 'hp" Were
any jobs created (or saved)?
As for health care, the need
for reform affects less than 10
percent of the legal citizens.
And, most of these people
could receive adequate coverage through modest revisions
in the Medicaid program (which
in reality already is a "public
option").
The writer was correct to

ing Democrats' unity. This
week, more than 50 House
Democrats issued a letter saying, "Any bill that does not
provide, at a minimum, for a
public option with reimbursement rates based on Medicare
rates -- not negotiated rates
— is unacceptable."
White House spokeswoman
Linda Douglass played down
the intraparty fuss, noting that
it's far from clear how the
final legislation will turn out.
She said negotiations involving Obama have led drug manufacturers to agree to reduce
costs for the nation's health
care system by $80 billion over
10 years, while hospitals have
agreed to an additional $155
billion.
Those concessions will carry
weight with lawmakers as they
"look at enacting reform that
will lower costs and increase
stability and security," Douglass said in an interview.
But such concessions cut several ways. Pharmaceutical
industry leaders say the $80
billion agreement should end
efforts to allow the government to negotiate lower prices
for prescription drugs used in
Medicare and other programs.
Liberals say such price
reductions are precisely the
type of change Obama called
for in his presidential campaign.
suggest America may not be
able to influence events in the
Muslim world.
But, of course, it was groups
from the Muslim world that
ignited this decade's flurry ol
military activity. And, by the
way of comparison, one has
to ponder whether Obama's
focus on Afghanistan will
achieve the success Bush's policies achieved in Iraq.
The writer concludes his letter with a very biased critique
of conservatives, who simply
seek to have a dialog about
current issues.
Often this dialog is based
on principles enunciated by
President Obama. This includes
things as simple as reading
draft bills and discussing controversial legislation before a
vote is taken. That is democracy.
Conversely. Obama and his
crowd have resorted to intimidation and other strong arm tactics to advance their agenda.
They even have suggested
that legislation can be put into
law with their overwhelming
majority acting in a partisan
manner. Is this the democracy
the writer supports? Go figure!
Bill Cowan
Murray. Ky.
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Calloway Board of Health
will meet on Wednesday

JVs
Daisbook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Calloway County Board of Health III
conduct Its annual board meeting on
Wednesday at SOON at the Calloway County
Health Center.
The agenda topics indade approval of the
prior board minutes; approval of board nominations;(Wanda presentation; approval of
tax rate; update so bedding status; eascudve
session to discuss proposed litigation,
Issues/concerns; amergeacy use Om Mar local
health department facility. This meeting is
open to the public.

CUBS meeting Wednesday

A review of the United Way Community
Impact Initiative will be presented at the meeting of CUBS on Wednesday at noon at Glendale Road Church of
Christ. John Mitchell, leader of this year-long effort, which included an extensive community survey, will be doing the presentation,
!Since a pizza lunch will be provided, all who plan to attend are
:asked to notify United Way at unitedwayemumiy-ky.net or call
753-0317. The Ledger ci Times provides soft drinks for CUBS meetIngs. Anyone associated with an agency, organization, church or
other entity with a service mission is welcome to attend this important mes..
,
ting.

• Working car needed
A single parent with three children is in need of a car in good
working condition. If you have a car you would be willing to donate,
contact Julie Stone of the Murray Family Resource Youth Service
Center at 759-9592.

Alzhehner's Group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of the
hospital. Cindy Ragsdale, licensed social worker and coordinator of
the soup, invites all interested persons to attend. For more information call Ragsdale at 762-1278.

TOPS meeting Tuesday
IC0001111.1:0M

Murray Chapter of TOPS 0616 vnll meet Tuesday from 9 to 10
a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are welcome. For informa„lion call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo planned Tuesday
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Ladies of Morro
Comm Clide

Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

• Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
- Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at First United
i Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the playground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or friend.

• Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex of' the
Calloway County Public Library. For more information call Pe at
.489-2909.

” Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering vision and glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse
,checks on Tuesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
'Wal-Mart, Murray: Wednesday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to
,3 p.m. at Food Giant, Murray.

- Playhouse will hold auditions
Playhouse in the Park will hold auditions for its next production,
•"Jekyll & Hyde The Musical" tonight(Monday)and Tuesday start,ing at 6 p.m. at the Playhouse. The show will be presented Oct. 16
• to Nov. 1 with Lisa Cope as director and Stephen Keene as musical
director. Those auditioning should be at least 17 years old and there
are also several parts for older adults. Those planning to audition
should prepare one minute of a Broadway show tune (preferably not
from the musical) and will be asked to do cold readings from the
script. For information call 759-1752 or visit the website, playhouseinthepark.net.

Volunteer training scheduled
Volunteer trainings for Murray City Schools will be at the Murray
Board of Education, 208 South 13th St., on Tuesday at 7 p.m.,
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. and Thursday at 8 a.m. Any training will be
sufficient for whatever level you will be volunteering.

CCMS plans Volunteer Training
Calloway County Middle School will host "Parent Volunteer
Training" today (Monday) at 9 a.m. in room 139. To accommodate
, parent schedules, a second training will be held before the PTSA
, meeting at 5:45 p.m. in the school cafeteria. If you are planning to
volunteer anytime during the 2009/2010 school year, please make
• plans to attend. This training is reouired before volunteering with the
, Calloway County Schools.

Law Mem

PADUCAH. KY - The Lions
Club of Paducah and WPSD
Local 6 announce that Lew
Jetton & 61 South, Jamice
English and Ray Ligon will perform dunng the 53rd Annual
Telethon of Stars, to be
Saturday, Nov. 14 and Sunday, •
Nov. 15 at the Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center.
Beneficiaries of the Telethon
include Easter Seals West
Kentucky in Paducah, T.L.C. of
Southern Illinois. Community
Developmental Services in
Martin, Tennessee and Easter
Seals Southeast Missouri. All
centers serve individuals with
disabilities and other special
needs.
"We are thrilled to have Lew
Jetton & 61 South return to the
Telethon this year," said
Telethon
Talent
Producer
Charlie iCatterjohn. "Lew and
the band is a crowd favorite
when it comes to singin' the

Lew.kuon & 61 South deliver
a acclaimed "Southern-Fried"

Chicago Blues sound with along
Jamiee English is a 'country
with their mix of mostly original girl' at heart. The Kentucky
blues presented in an upbeat, native made her roots in music
enthusiastic, and at times, at age 7 when she began singing
humorous way. Members of talent shows and local events. In
Lew Jetton & 61 South include the last several months, English
Lew Jetton, lead vocals: Greg has been writing songs along
Walker, bass; Erik Eicholtz, side some of the biggest hit
drums; Sam Moore and Dan songwriters in Nashville. Visit
Bell.
organ.
Visit myspace.com/Jaimeeenglish for
www.61south.com for more more information.
information.
The Telethon of Stars is a 15"We also want to welcome hour free show, open to the pubRay Ligon and Jaimee English lic. Lew Jetton & 61 South,
as two additional performers Jamiee English and Ray Ligon
this
year,"
Lions will join Ball in the House and
said
Club/WPSD Local 6 Telethon other stars including national
Producer Bob Crosno. "Ray and local musicians, performers
joins us from Madisonvilk and and actors. Clients served by the
has played on the Telethon for four centers will share their stoseveral years now. Jaimee has ries. More information can be
western Kentucky roots and we found
at
are delighted to have her."
www.telethonofstars.org.
Ray Ligon blends his experiLions Club members from
ence and influences to create a each represented state will raise
country music sound that feels money to benefit the local cenlike home. Having spent six ters. The Telethon of Stars is one
years in the U.S. Army, Ligon the longest running, locally protraveled around to find his musi- duced Telethons in the country
cal calling. Visit rayligon.com and has raised nearly 22 million
for more information.
dollars since its formation.

Benton High School reunion scheduled
BENTON, Ky. — Benton
High School Reunion will be
held Saturday, Sept. 26, at the
Kentucky Dam Convention
Center, Gilbertsiville. A time of
renewing old acquaintances will
start at 6 p.m. and dinner will be
served at 7 p.m.

This event is for any former
classmate who ever attended or
graduated from the former
Benton High School.
The cost will be $35 per person and reservations must be
made by Tuesday, Sept. 22.
Checks should be made payable

Kenlake Ladies Golf League
met Wednesday for the league's
weekly golf game at the
Hamrick Memorial Golf Course
at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Winners
were
Daisy
Durham, Kay Norman and Mary

Neale Barton.
Norman had .a chip in on hole
08 and Durham on hole 07.
Others playing were Martha
Lewis, Rhonda Phumphrey, Ina
Horton, Evelyn Blivins, Joanne

Welsch and Betty Judah.
Golf play will be Wednesday
at 8:30 a.m. at the Hamrick
Memorial Golf Course at
Kenlake State Resort Park. All
lady golfers are invited.

25°o OFF
Enterpri
ar

15°0 OFF

The Ladies of the Oaks Country Club held their regularly scheduled golf on Wednesday. A scramble was played with the winners
announced by Brenda Parker and Kitty Steele, hostesses, as follows:
First Place - Cynthia Darnall, Kitty Steele and Patsy Woodall:
Second place - Jo Anne Auer, Shirley Wade and Bronda Parker:
Third place - Patsy Neale, Judy Hooper and Edwina Bucy.
A scramble will be held Wednesday at 9 a.m. with Edwina Bucy
and Patsy Woodall as hostesses. A potluck and business meeting
will be held immediately after play. All members are invited to
attend.
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Clubs and Activities to Explore:

• •

'Dog Agility .Quit Bowl Teams 'Livestock Showing -Sewing and Needlecraft% •GeologrytGeo-eaclung

• •

'Country Pim •Lcaderstup 'Petting Zoo •Ilicvek Rodeo 'Cooking "Judging Events Archery

•

•

•

GM Vehicles

'500-750 OFF
•
Hotels

10 -20

Ladles of the Oaks

•

/e) off
C°6

•
• •
•
• •

Hickory Woods
Reetrorn•nt C•ntor

HAPPENINGS
by Anoka Peeler
Aloha from Hickory Woods! Whet a
relaxing week we've had on the island of
Hawaii. Margaret Cavil*. Nancy Warren.
Maxine Houston. Faye Hewlett, Connie
Wofford. Martha Farris, Doris Houston and
Ruby Sun' designed their gniss skirts so
they could compete in the hula contest.
Margaret Cavil; won the award lot best
Hawaiian costume and Connie Wofford
woo the hula contest. They all looked
absolutely stunning in their Hawaiian attire
Dons Houston celebrated her birthday
this week She enjoyed her birthday meal
with her family and Of COUI‘C. cake and ice
cream Happy Birthday Doris. and many
mom! Our cook. Darlene Gimple also celebrated a birthday this week We promised
not to tell her age (If we want to continue
to get fed — we won't tell')
We had another "country dinner- this
week with all fresh vegetables and homemade coconut pies. Ethel. Darlene and(kla
worked hard to peel potatoes, squash and
tomatoes for a very special dinner ii
thought Christmas was the worst time of
year to gain weight but all of these fresh
vegetables homemade pies and cakes come

OFF

Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo Lodge
Rodeway Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
and more

Eyeglasses &
Contacts
10 -60 OFF

close

Martha Fanis. Geneva Brownfield and
Dons Houston shared their pictures and
stones about their travels to Hawaii Later
we watched a film about volcanoes and

•
Hawaii.

gb

'Shooting Sports •Conununicaitons "School and Project Clubs *More 4-H Projects

•

•

COME JOIN 4-H TODAY!

• •

New & Returning 4-Ifers are Encouraged to Attend - Refreshments

Ate

• •
•
• •

•
• •
0
• •

•

Ate. Anti

•

• •

• •

04 Kont.:Ity 00001.ft• Ed.n.vfl

• •

•

•

Meet 4-H Club Leaders and sign up to participate in the exciting 4-H
dubs and numerous 4-H *wires and acilviliss Oweugleates,.4-H
age is 0-18 years wah 8-8 year Ms mimeos le OM es Clismisbu8s.
For more information call the Calloway County Extension Office at (270)
753-1452 or e-mail. yharper0ukyedu.
Servos wrv. poop.* npoolloos 0, ow
,
•1 on
',aka apo sin mlipm dsiobillty or OSI10
Disublible soommodeled

to Benton High School Alumni
Reunion and mailed to Dortha
Watkins Lyons, 1401 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, KY 42071.
For informatien call Lyons at
1-270-767-7930 or e-mail bentonhighindiansOlive.com.

She

lloolako Ladles Golf

• •

Calloway County 441 itomedup
& Centennial lee Cream Social
1111 Chestnut St. Park Pavilion

Ray LIMN

Telethon of Stars will
feature several groups

Grandparents meeting tonight
The Murray Family Resource Youth Service Center and
Calloway County Resource Center will hold a "Grandparents
• Raising Grandchildren" friendship gathering tonight(Monday)from
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at the Murray Board of Education West
Conference room, South 13th Street, Murray. All grandparents and
'grandchildren are welcome to attend.

kanise English

Ladies of the Murray
Country Club will hold golf
play on Wednesday at 9 a.m.
with Vicki Baker as hostess,
who has released the following
line-up:
Tee 1 - Betty Jo Purdom, Ve
Severns, Linda Burgess and
Debbie H son:
Tee 3 - Jennifer Crouse,
Freda Steely, Peggy Shoemaker
and Marcia Beam:
Tee 5 • Vicki Baker. Patsy
Green. Norma Frank and Cyndi
Cohoon:
Tee 8 - Barbara Gray. Susan
Johnson and Betty Stewart.
Nine Holes teams will be
formed at the tee with Rainey
Apperson, Ann Stanley. Patsy
Oakley, Kristi Peray. Pat Millen
Gayle Blackburn, Sheila Henry,
Patsy Chancy and Marilyn
Adkins.
Winners of Pajama Golf Play
on Aug. 19 were released by
Debbie Nixon and Ve Sevems,
hostesses, as follows:
Winners - Debbie Hixon.
Marcia Beam,. Betty Stewart
and Sheila Henry:
Second place team - ye
Sevems, Patsy Green, Rainey
Apperson and Patsy Oakley:
Third place team - Betty Jo
Purdom, Cheryl
Pittman,
Barbara Gray and Susan
Johnson;
• Chips Ins - Ve Sevems, Betty
Stewart, Peggy Shoemaker,
Norma Frank, Gayle Blackburn
and Marilyn Adkins.

We ended our vacation with
hC.ich
party We played all kinds oi "Hawaiian
games•' on the beach Martha Earns won
the "coconut howling" competition :ind

1›:>+ P Cherfn4 - -fteet • Alcor(x?') Arl---.ACK(02-701
tow(kOmcnlnqyT corn

Maxine Houston won the "coconut honih"
•
• •
•
• •
•
• •

competition
Were going to slow ii down next week
and watch 910111C mums shows below we re
Oft to Alaska'
....Vatting the look( orfeels like home bus
we come close
llfterback Rd. • Murrav. KV
Phone 12701 -,14.81111 • I -RAP- 1 A014

753-4703
c.,„
Fn,

Horne & Auto
Insurance
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Notice
LEGAL NCYFICE
A final settlement of
the accounts has been
filed in Calloway District
Court
by
Mark
Blankenship, Executor,
In the the Estate of,
Mary
E
Moore_
Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
9:00 a.m, on the 14th day
of Sept, 2009.
Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk
't A final eettlement of the
1, accounts has been filed
'• in Calloway District
Court by Valerie Curry,
:"•• Executor in the estate of
•s: Henrietta
Curry.
:• Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway County District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set for
900 a.m, on the 14th day
of September, 2009.

11111Lvitia,

UMW
Notice

DISCLAIMER
Ordinance Number 2000-1487
An Ordinance amending Chapter 71, Licensing, of
the City of Murray Code of Ordinances.
ettALThanna.Rualain
H. Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
sis Hark Mc Clure
Hark McClure, City Clerk
Summary prepared by: Warren Hopkins,
City Attorney

Ordinance Number 1005-1488
An Ordinance amending Ordinance Number
2009-1486, an Ordinance which adopted the
2009-2010 City of Murray, Kentucky annual budget
by restating certain revenue, and expenditures for
the City of Murray operations budget
ids H Mamas &dung
H Thomas Rushing, Mayor
Attest:
eh Herta Mc Clure
Hari, McClure. City Clerk
Summary prepared by: Warren Hopkins,
City Attorney

Linda Avery
Circuit Court Clerk

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS

$1,000 REWARD
leading to the arrest
The following Estate. and conviction of perFiduciary appointments son or persons
have '.seen made in the
Calloway District Court. involved with the theft
of a black featherlite
All claim, against them
appointments abould be traBer, and it's confiled with the clerk and
tents. Trailer is 22-23
fiduciary
within
six
feet long and is a vmonths c(the date ofqualnose enclosed trailer.
ification:
Was stolen horn the
Estate of: Charles F. Murray State Expo
Arnett, 7624 St Rt 121 N., center parking lot,
Murray, KY 42071; Case 0, arratiellhe date of
09-P-176;
Fiduciary:
AuglUst 10-11 2009.
Charles P Arnett, 1876
School books, bed,
Tecumseh, Lancaster, OH
couch, TV, stereo, Etc.
43130; Attorney: N/A
Appointed: 8-17-2009
included. Contact
Wade (812)584-5150
Estate of J.D. Morris,681
Palenstine Church Ed,
Dexter, KY 42036; Case I
09-P173;
Fiduciary:
Johnny Morris
2200 Brookhaven Dr.,
Murray,
KY
42071;
Attorney: William C
Adams, PO Box 1419.
Murray, KY 42071
Appointed: 8-17-2009
FRESH COUNTRY
Estate of John A. Knight,
SAUSAGE
2214 Quail Creek Dr.,
for side at Farmer's
Murray, KY 42071; Case it
Market at Fairgrounds
09-P-174; Fiduciary: Iris
Tuesdays & Saturdays
Knight, 2214 Quail Creek
Dr., Murray, KY 42071; Stubblefield Farm
Attorney: William C. 753-3187
Adams, PO Box 1419,
Murray, KY 42071
NOTICE
ppointed: 8-17-2009
Advertisers are
requested to check
Estate of: Helen J.
the first insertion of
Gardner, 919 Nelson
their ad for any
Trail, Dexter, KY 42036;
Case
error. Murray Ledger
#
09-P-175;
Fiduciary: Wayne F.
a Times will be
Gardner, 919 Nelson
responsible for only
Trail, Dexter, KY 42036;
one incorrect InserAttorney: William C.
tion. Any error
Adams III, PO Box 1419,
Murray, KY 42071
should be
Appointed: 8-17-2009
repotted immediatioly so corrections can
be made.

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murray!cdger.corn,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwort.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. 'Thank you.
DC you love woridnu
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

vramer
diem!

FIRST
Christian
Church, Mayfield is
seeking a part-time
Kamm
.fit4„Pmeto Qtytanw
Youth Director to work
with youth ages 6th
MUT()•orrnan
grade through high
Rogow now
school.
Must
be
I 1110tD AT 111C MC
laresiden
responsible, creative,
(270)3415403 , and love the Lord. The
Youth
Ministries
Director shall seek to
disciple the youth of
First Christian Church,
fostering
Christian
LOOKING for room
community
through
mate near the lake
building relationships
$125 month.
with youth that encour270-227-4234.
age growth in their
faith in Jesus Christ
and strengthen their
commitment to the
church. Send resume
including 3 references
to
First
Christian
Church, P.O. Box 799,
Mayfield, KY

LOST:

Female English
Bulldog. HVVY 1346
area. Missing on
8/21/09. $200
REWARD
if found.
(270)9704404
LOST: Female English
Bulldog. $200 Reward
if found. Missing off of
1346 on 8/21/09.
270-978-6404

FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis0charterinternet.corn
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply In
person after 7:00P11.
No phone cells.

U.

Read ,1
All About
It!

e

S

subscribe to the

RN — Full lime — Days M — F
RN — Full lime- Afternoons M — F
We offer competitive wages and an excellen
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE

SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS
is accepting resumes
for an
Accounting
Associate/Fieceptionist
Position
includes
vouchering Accounts
Payable,
invoicing,
data entry, general
cierical duties requiring
good organizational
skills and attention to
detail, processing mail,
operating
company
phone system, greet
ing visitors, and other
accounting duties as
required.
Successful candidate
%VII be personable with
excellent phone skills
and be proficient in
Word
and
Excel.
Minimum of 1-2 years
experience
an
in
accounting environment is a plus.
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS offers competitive wages and
benefits.
Submit
resume to:
recruiting Oscoreboardl.corn
or send to: Human
Resources, 106 Max
Hurt Drive, Murray KY
42071

S & SERVICE DIRE
INSURANCE
Lou V. MeGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Avoid inflationary cost.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Lock in price; single pay or
payment plan_

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. 91,024 on Part A; 9135 on
Part B. Call me for more information.

*MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENTS*

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners
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8- COMPANIES TO CHOOSE FROM
INCLUDING HUMANA AND AARP
COMPETITIVE RATES

Ron Sallin - Local Agent
Phone(270)759-1565
Cell (270)210-2533

1

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

753-7890•8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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1993
Dams FOR
SINCE

YOUR BUSINESS

This position will be
responsible for managing individual projects
from start to finish,
working with other
team members on new
product and process
development.
This
position will work with
CAD drawings, product manuals, and plant
layout.

GRANDPARENTS.....„.
It's time to brag about
your grandchildren!
Bring in your pictures for our
grandparents day special.

The successful candidate will be a team
player with a manufacturing
background,
leadership abilities and
be knowledgeable in
AutoCad.
An
Engineering
Tech
Degree or minimum 24 years experience in
Project Management is
desired.

OM recruitin0scorethaaansum or mall to:
Human
Resources,
106 Max Hurt Drive,
Murray KY 42071.

Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved

FRU REP IN CLAIM FILING KM MT CLIENTS

S PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
an immediate opening
tor a Project Manager
who will wort;• as a
member of the Special
Projects Team.

S portabl•
Scoreboards offers a
competitive
benefit
and wage package
and the opportunity for
advancement. Email
your
resume
to:
H YPERLINK
'mailto:em _recruiting0scoreboard 1 .com

PREPLANNING
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two
children per picture)
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADLINE IS

SEPT SAT 5PM
Noah Stallions

Send payment, photo, and
information below to:

Grandparents
Sherry Holt
Patsy and Noah Stallons

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071

L
ai.Great Grandparent
Nellie Holt

I.

'Name of child in picture:
!Grandparents names:

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mall
Walkway!
3ime..---$36.10
3
NM
6105.--AMA
I yr. —$165.10 6 me.---,WM
I yr
....—$1111.60

a
e

Rest of KY/TN
Cheyear a%chariot

AR Oer
Soloseripdem
II
3ea
3..,
6-a ---..$116.60 Ii
6 ma
yL.......--111311.0 lye.--SIM.*
Cheek

Money Order

Visa

NEED EXTRA CASH?
• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Nix
Must have own automobile good diiving
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

Name
I St Address
City
I State
I
Daytime ph.

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Zap__

Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 759-1918

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
a

/Your Name.
/Your Phone Number:
a

1111111

0ord

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing yot: to
keep your present iob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends. and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a!
www.bohledentelco
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited'

ftd
LPN/RN every othe
weekend 6a-6p 12
hours. Apply in person
at
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.

FOR Sale: Productive
wood working business with customer
base. Interested parties only.
(270)970-7002

SMALL local company
seeking an experienced OTR Driver for
expedite van. No CDL
required learn drivers
a plus_ (580)794-0402

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753- 1916

UM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3555

Want to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

& Times

CLASSIFIEDS
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ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
August 29,2009 C10 a.m.

if

MURRA_ t KY
_Y &
PARIS LANDING, TN

1505 Magid De •YeemeA KY 43071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-1110-5041130 F.xt. 1113

ONE MONTH FM RENT WITH 1 YEAR LEASE
one and Theo Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat A Air

ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS -

,„

•

160.844 Acres

3 Mks From Kelly* Lake

ATTENTION: FARMERS,
INVESTORS & HUNTERS.

For UM

Now 2-4
nG
Sodiresm hum is
Ihmetiold IAMB&

I

prier=0

436-5141 AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, Junk
& tree work

Fr rttJOr.1Y All To
fd PAH+
PAIN INt.

1,341172

w w.murraykyapartments.com

270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built

I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash Sr. Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

\ II I 5.1 1011/I S

FAMI LOCATIONS - FARM ft: HWY. 121 NEW CONCORD, KY 420711. Free Mom KV:
Ter Hort 121 521112?MK Roma To Fora a Frei Purl,111: Tlafl himlit NorIMO' Huy 121 Nan I
Wu NNW% Few • FARM #2: HENDERSON 110.#11ILLIE BRANCH NO. NEW CONCORD,KY 420711. Ms Oiling in'. Tile Nay 121 Sullh 12 Leo To Handsnon Rd Go Wio Of we To Me
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Want to Buy
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235,
217-6004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value
293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 1Ah,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

Midis
For Sole

Homes For SON
•2BR, 2BA 16x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SRP. Full refurbishment lust complete.
$29,900.
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LARGE
SELECTION
tist U APPLIANLE
WARD 11 KIN%

2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

(270) 753-1713

NICE 2BR duplex,
C/H/A, washer, dryer,
deck & shed.No pets,
1 yr lease,
deposit./$450,
rent/$475. 1811A
Ridgewood. Phons
753-7991 or 226-9001

TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

arm Equipment
74 Ford 4000 SU
Tractor w/equipment
(270)436-5282
C-(270)227-3856

YAMAHA
Trumpe
including music stand
electronic metronome
mouth piece puller
$450. 753-7526
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*OWNER Finance**
1680 3BR. 2Ba on
$2,950
3 5 acres
down, $545 a month
3380 Guthrie Rd
Pans. 270-753-1011

2000
mobile
Fleetwood
home, 3BR, 2BA, w/d,
frig, new hot water
heater, new air-condi16X80

tioner, living room furnished new cool seal,
entertainment center.
TV., excellent condi$22,500.
tion.

270-435-4458.
1995 16x80 Atlantic,
3BR/2BA. 4-acres,
Kirksey area
(270)559-2861

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

ts,14/ Cri

2BR, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included, $550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or
759-1509
after
5:00pm.

•4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease.
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets
-Small 2BR mobile
home in Almo. No
pets.
753-4937
4 BR. 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898

DUPLEX tor rent, all
appliances.
787-994a.
DUPLEX Lynn G,ove
on 94W Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances.
C/H/A,
water, sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished 1
pet
indoor
small
allowed $675 mo
293-7404
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus, C/H/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696 2934600
TOWNHOUSES for
rent
4 BR 25 BA.
refrigerator.
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included
Close to
Murray State $650 a
month Call

270-348-0458

03 Harley Davidson
100th
Anniversary
lowrider, lots of extras.
$7,800. 293-9048.

USED TIRES

DOORS

FUTRELL'S Tree

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping
978-0404

Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.

489-2839.
12701293-2357

1 MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices Call Daniel

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

(270)970-2778
NADEAU ROOFING
& CONSTRUCTION
*Roofing *Flooring
*Decks *All Home
Improvements

I k \ I"
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(270)978-2111

(all 753-5606
Murray Ledger & Timer Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, 'elie.!en, handicap, familial stas or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminahon.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons AK hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further resistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warn,1703)648-1003

t

NOW LEASING
1, & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Or
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4964.
Equal Rousing

MSC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-8288
Cat (270) 293-4163
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F
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THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with double garage. All appli-

ML LENTALs
MINI-STORAGR
724 S.4111 ST.
Cow of 121 S.& Glued*.
MIS$25 I9x15

219 Woodlawn 30R,
1BA, stove refrigerator,
w/d, C/H/A. $675/mo.
$675/deposit,
pets
considered. 227-6973,
759-1771.
3BR very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, beautiful hardwood/tile.
270-761-1317.
HAZEL, 3BR, 1-1/2
Bath, $350/mo. +
deposit. 492-8526
OLDER 28R, 1 BA
house in Hazel, CA-1/A,
no pets. 731-498-8312
after 5pm.
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00 Call 270753-2905.

(2711) 434-2524
(270)293-6994

FOR

lease 48x40
metal building, 1211.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle.
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
OFFICE for rent with
option to buy. Prime
location,
Benton.
Phone: 227-6154
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$40000 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

Supplies
DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
lack

16X30 storage or
shop
$150.00. 227-5173
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

Al line ads platted

swan

HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea., square bale
$4.25ea. 293-3805.
LOCALLY grown premium hay Available at
all
Alfalfa.
times.
mixes, grass, hand
grass mixes. Square
round
and
bales
Some wrapped. High
protein, TDN Students
& truckers welcome
270-753-8848 before
9:00pm

Labor Day
Weekend Sale
LAKEFRONT LOT
WI Dock Built
only $49,900
(was $124,900)
SAVE 60161!!
Spectacular lakefront
lot w/ boat dock
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
Lake, a 160,000 acre
recreational paradise.
Paved rd w/ Wks &
new survey. Excellent
financing. Must see!
Call now 1-800-7043154 wwwitylandsalt.=

Lob For Side
LOT 4 sale, excellent
location. Can have
new Doublewide
mobile home. 2930139 or 761-5464.
$25,000
LOTS, LOTS, LOTS
3/4 ac, m/1, $5,000$10,000. Will build to
suit. 293-0139 or
761-5464

3BR, 2 BA new construction.1316
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate $229.000.
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.
802 Sunny Lane,
3BR„ 1 5BA, brick
exterior, new metal
roof, lots of updates.
C/H/A,
1,427 sq. ft. $115,000.

210-7768
GREAT
rental or
starter house, 412
South 6th, 3bdr, 1 bath, fenced yard, new
roof and siding, 30x30
concrete block shop
293-0139 or 761-5464.
$75.000
GREAT neighborhood,
3bdr. 1 -bath, centralh/av. huge backyard,
garage and carport,
1304 Kirkwood
293-0139 or 761-5464
$113,000

irebelle ter Neel

90 Toyota Supra
(270)438-5282
1984 Cadillac
Fleetwood, original
title, $4,500/0Ei0.
(270)978-7225

was
2008 Buick Terraza
van, silver, 57,000
miles, mint condition,
all the extras,
$13,500. 293-0824
after 2:00p.m.

Eslis
HALEY Real Estate
Appraisir g
270-759-4218

16' John Boat, 25HP

pump, seats, good
condition,
wArailer.
$1,500.(270)293-4772
2004 Skeeter ZX225,

Yamaha
225,
Minnkota
101,
lowrance X15 & 320
on dash and in dash

, 1 1 ti I

MUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL—
$60 off painting of
2 rooms

• Painting • Ax-ft's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)436-2228

1 I. 111Thi
'

i it) 1 NI viii I _'IN
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HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
INNS HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
around! Cal tor
tree estimate

Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

•flepairs'Decks
•Eiattitubs
No jobs too small!

Alctrld9s & McCuleton
Roofing Co.

(270)51941515

aiu

JOSEPH RUNE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick rock &
stone.
210-5324
436-6211

7.“
7 lftlit 227-11611

1 OURAl)
01 1 11 111.
Hint FOR
051 1 '4 7 no
5. MON 1 I
(Ali 75) 191t,
227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Additions
*Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
*Tile
*Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517
-Electric
Since 19S6

24 noun wawa
Res . Com , & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All lobs big or small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc
Insured Emergency
293-8377

16.109910.91.4
08011911011t

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phore
436-2562, 227-0267

Column
FREE Couch &
Loveseat. a few rips
227-7502
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JONES
ROOFING

(615)694-5299
(270)970-2733

flasher, 4 bank charger, hotfoot, butt seat,
garage kept, excellent
condition, $21,500.00
270-293-4400.

753-9562 ,

Ni ovr paper are

peeled on ow

07 Mazda AX-8
Black. 31,XXX
270-293-9734

Johnson, 24volt trolling
motor, 3 new batteries,
2 depth finders, bilge

V

I 11,

ances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.

°ILGra

r

1 BR apt. clean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-6906.
2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE,
753-9898

11 -III
I I

IS

1 BR apt, various loacations. Coleman RE.
Qtessluerv
,
.
Mi3lire In free days: .•
MD 91-800-0443-41066
753-9898

2. 38R available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9898

Hums Furnishings

;,1 1:I 1114%1\
1I
II

2 BR, $250 month,
$250 deposit, 1 year
lease, KY Lake,
Patterson Point.
436-6280

'

Mt GARAGE
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Call or Walt Our Webelle:
www.hardsauctIonceem
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Real Estate Sells
At 10:00 AM?
Regardless Of Price!

-4BR, 28A 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

2BR double wide, new
carpet, new paint,
large yard, w/d hookup. $300/mo +deposit.
497 Post Oak Dr.,
Murray.
ok
Pets
w/added deposit.
270-753-7522,
270-978-5884.
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REAL ESTATE TRACTS: FARM SI: Tract 1'24.566 Acres • Net r 7867
Acres • Wed r 10.766 Acres • Tract 4 56.620 Acres • Wact 5' 8.472 Acres
• FARM 62: Tract 6* 24.539 • Thict r 8.478 • Tract 8'8.375 Acres • Tract
9* 11.162 Acres
F Xi.ilIF NI colt 1111t111r4(1' (.f3E. Al 131111 DIN(i

ISM ESTATE IS% Down Day 0/ Sub
Banco in S'.) NW 410% Buyer's Nordin
WS Bs Added To Find OW And Intluild in
Thu Conrad Pm.

Quality work at
a great price,
'Mowing 'Trimming
•Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'

(270)2934804

i

Property Arrnagametre

McCoy's
Lawn Service

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Tuesday, Aug. 25, 2009:
This year, make changes in your
daily life and in your communication. Never lose sight of your
goals; know where you are
heading. People stand up to you,
often giving you unappreciated
feedback. Accept people as they
are. Be overly conscious about
your finances, and create a sense
of comfort. If you are single,
meet new people through your
friends. Encounters will make
for greater security and confidence. Ili you're attached, decide
on one special mutual goal or
wish. Together, make it a reality.
SCORPIO has an impact on you.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Aptil 19)
**** Just when you feel you
have a strong line of communication with key people, someone's style changes. You could
be slightly more guarded, and
you might not really know why.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Others dominate and
share a piece of their mind. Your
ability to empathize is enhanced.
Avoid conceptual discussions
right now, and stick to practical
issues. Avoid reacting to someone's mood. It doesn't serve you.
GEMINI(May 21-Jun. 20)
*** Stop dealing with a problem, and toss the issues into the
arena. Many people have suggestions Will they work? You
discover that new ideas trigger
thoughts. Brainstorm.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You suddenly have far
more energy and get-up-and-go.
You could encounter a problem
out of the blue. Your fiery side
emerges in the next few weeks
Use exercise as a stress-buster
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You could feel burdened
by many different obligations.
Express your feelings before
they build Be sensitive to selfdestructive tendencies, and cer-

tainly to the impact of internalizing
your
feelings.
Communication could be overwhelming.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Your way of expressing
yourself continues to be effective, though it could trigger
someone else. The problem will

be that re-establishing peace
could take a lot of talent_
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Remain more expansive
and in tune with your needs.
Someone might challenge you.
or so you feel. You see limits
wherever you go. What would it
take to get past this type of thinking? Express your humor.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your bright and fun
style marks your decisions and
actions_ Others remain responsive, even if they're challenging
Consider sharing more of your
inner thoughts. When you do
communication will become
instrumental and fulfilling.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
** You don't have to reveal
more than you want. Hold your
cards close to your chest Be
smart_ As a result, people will
say and share more. Also, you
will have more time to see where
someone else is coming from
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** As you are focused on
the whole, not the details. an
associate picks apart your think
ing and actions. Focus on your
goals and refuse to be distracted. This could be an ongoing

dialogue for several weeks
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** A must appearance takes
a toll on you Realize your limits
and understand what your priorities are. Act as if you are the
leader, but continually question

your logic and process when
making a decision

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Stretch beyond the
obvlOuS and get past a problem
You could be overwhelmed by
everything that is going on in
your daily life Detach and get to
the bottom of a problem Avoid
sarcasm if possible Not every
one agrees with you

8• Monday, August 24, 2009

Lofting Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of the
Murray State Unisersity Color
Guard practicing routines at the
Unisersity quadrangle The photo
was by Staff Photographer Bernard
Kane.
Also published is a picture of
members of the 1956 graduating
class of Kirksey High School at
the 43-year reunion held at the
home of Sonja Greenfield Wilson.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Lamb.
Aug. 12. a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Mickey Butterworth, Aug. 15, and
a girl to Jimmie and Cindy Emerrn, Aug. 18.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of members of the Calloway County Chaper of the Habitat for Humanity
the ground breaking for the
:first house by the organization
iocated in Lynn Wood Heights Subdivision, off Ky. Hwy. 94 West.
Murray.
Also published is a picture of
members of the 1949 and 1950
graduating classes of Kirksey High
School at the joint reunion held
at the Boston Tea Party at the
Holiday Inn.
Births reported include a girl
to Robin and Ford Stagner, a girl
to Faye and Darrell Scott and a
boy to Janet and Randall Miller,
Aug 18; a boy to Lisa and Roy
Hill, Aug. 19.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of of
workers with M.C. Ruggle House
Moving Contractors began pulling
the first section of the old L. &
N. Railroad Depot on dollies to
prepare for the depot's relocation
from Railroad Avenue to MurrayCalloway County Park for an
indoor area for the Community
Theatre productions. The photo
was by Staff Photographer Debbie N. Lee.
Dr. Joe Fuhrman, a member
of the Murray State University
faculty, conducted a seminar,"How
To Prepare Young Children for
School and How to Help Your

Child for School" at the Calloway'
County Public Library on Aug.
22.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Jones w ill
be married for 50 years Aug 29
40 years ago
Published is a picture of Major
Thomas D. Owen of Murray State
University Military Service Department presenting post humous
awards for their son. Ronald S
Colson, who was killed in combat in Vietnam on March 27.
1969, to his parents. Mr and Mrs
Cletus Colson of Murray. The
medals were Bronze Star. Oitk
Leaf Cluster. Air Medal, Purple
Heart and Good Conduct Medal.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunning •
ham and a boy to Mr. and Mrs
Junior Pittman, Aug. 19.
Hollis Miller is serving as nunislet of University Church of
Christ.
SO years ago
Rev. Gilbert M. Perry has
accepted a call to be campus pastor of Murray State College and
secretary of District I of Christian Churches in Kentucky.
Lottye Suiter of Murray represented the Kentucky Association for Childhood Education at
the two-day meeting held in Washington, D.C. Aug. 18 and 19.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jackie Lee Cole. a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Lionel
Shupe and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Loman R. Thorn.
60 years ago
Roy Stewart, athletic director
of Murray State College. has been
elected director of District 24 of
the National Association of Inetrcollegiate Basketball of Kentucky.
Published is a picture of Gayle
and Ann Douglass, grand chapions, Joan Parker. second place.
and Elsie Love. third place. with
their pets, in the Pet Parade at
the Calloway County Fair.
Mrs. Ralph Redden was hostess for the meeting of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club held
at her home.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Daughter-in-law takes offense
at family's tardy condolences

Murray Ledger & Times.

Statin side effect
revisited

DEAR ABBY: We received
you could have picked up the
a nasty note from our daugh- phone and done it immediateter-in-law, "Ariella." She lives ly -- and the same goes for
several states away. Her father your children.
•..
passed away
about
six
DEAR ABBY: After 35
weeks ago. years living out of state, my
They lived parents have moved to my
out of state, hometown, and I am thrilled
and we were to have them so near.
never close
My problem: Now that I'm
with them.
seeing my mother on a daily
Ariella is basis, I know what I'm going
angry to look like in 20 years. She
because we and I recognize our physical
didn't send similarities and laugh about
By Abigail
flowers to them: our noses, our coloring
Van Buren
the viewing and our rear ends, etc. These
and
didn't genes will override any "magic
send her mother a sympathy cream" on the market.
card until two weeks after the
Mother has many qualities
funeral.
that I admire and aspire to
Were in our late 70s. Ariel- have, but I guess I wasn't
la's father was 89. Should we ready for a preview peek into
have sent flowers? And is two the aging mirror. I have never
weeks after a death too late considered myself vain, but I
to send a sympathy card? Our would like to be slimmer and
other three children each keep a more youthful appearreceived identical notes from ance. Is it hopeless? The probAriella. -- BEFUDDLED IN lem isn't my mother -- it's me.
ALABAMA
-- AFRAID OF DESTINY
DEAR BEFUDDLED: I'll
DEAR AFRAID: It's not
say this about your daughter- hopeless. Biology doesn't have
in-law -- she's outspoken about to dictate one's destiny. Your
her emotions. Ariella's parents diet and lifestyle can have a
may have lived out of state, tremendous effect on your
but they are (were) members appearance in 20 years. Also,
of your extended family, and
men and women seem to have
frankly, the nonchalance with aged more slowly in recent
which you treated the death decades than they did in the
of Ariella's father surprises me. 1930s, '40s and '50s.
No law says you were obliIf you want reassurance,drag
gated to send flowers for the out some old family albums
funeral -- but to have done and take a look at how your
so would have been a com- aunts, uncles and grandparents
passionate gesture and let her looked at your age. Please
and her mother know you cared. don't obsess about something
To then wait two weeks before that may not happen because
extending any condolences was nothing ages a woman like
cold in light of the fact that stress.

Dear Abby

000

Tedeg In Illeterg
By The Associated Press
In 1954, President Dwight D.
Today is Monday. Aug. 24, the Eisenhower signed the C'ommu236th day of 2009. There are 129 nist Control Act, outlawing the
days left in the year.
Communist Patty in the United
Today's Highlight in History:
States.
On Aug. 24, 1814, during the
In 1959, three days after HawaiWar of 1812, British forces invad- ian statehood, Hiram L. Fong was
ed Washington, D.C., setting fire sworn in as the first Chineseto the Capitol i which was still under
American U.S. Senator vi,rhile
construction) and the White House, Daniel K. Inalye wInir-igraraa,
as well as other public buildings. as the first
Japancsa5Ametrictui
On this date:
U.S. Representative.
In A.D. 79,long-dormant Mount
In 1968, France became the
Vesuvius erupted, burying the world's fifth
thermonuclear power
Roman cities of Pompeii and Heras it exploded a hydrogen bomb
culaneum in volcanic ash; an estiin the South Pacific.
mated 20,000 people died.
In 1970, a bomb planted by
In 1572, the St. Bartholomew's
anti-war extremists exploded at
Day massacre of French Protesthe University of Wisconsin's Stertants at the hands of Catholics
ling Hall in Madison, killing 33began in Paris.
In 1932, Amelia Earhart year-old researcher Robert Fassembarked on a I9-hour flight from nacht.
In 1989, Baseball CommissionLos Angeles to Newark, N.J., maker
A. Bartlett Giamatti banned
ing her the first woman to fly
solo, nonstop, from coast to coast. Pete Rose from the game for bet3"1 3`ie

1 3 l ti

ting on his own team, the Cincinnati Reds. The Voyager 2 space
probe flew by Neptune, sending
back striking photographs.
In 1992. Hurricane Andrew
smashed into Florida, causing $30
billion an damage; 43 U.S. deaths
were blamed on the slam.
Ten years ago: The Federal
Reserve raised borrowing costs
for millions of Americans, Maras.
ing its target for the federal funds
rate by a quarter point to 5.25
percent. and hiking the discount
rate a quarter point to 4.75 percent.
Five years ago: An independent commission said the blame
for abuses at Iraq's Abu Ghraib
prison lay mainly with the American soldiers who ran the jail, but
said senior commanders and toplevel Pentagon officials could also
be faulted for failed leadership
and oversight.
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DEAR ABBY: My friend's
daughter asked her child's godparent to buy a $60 to $100
dress for the baptismal service. I told my friend I had
never heard of the parents not
buying the outfit themselves.
The daughter cannot afford
to buy the dress herself. Was
it appropriate to
godparent?
DEAR UNCE
may have thought so. According to Emily Post: "The baby's
gown -- often one that was worn
by the baby's mother, father
or one of his grandparents -is provided by the parents, not
the godparents -- A FORMER
TRADITION
THAT
HAS
GONE BY THE BOARD".
000

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O.Box 69440,Los
Angeles, CA 90069.

DEAR DR. GOTT: You have
talked about cholesterol-lowering
medication side effects several
times. One of your more recent
columns about this subject sparked
a discussion in my household. A
number of my friends who belong
to a local runclub
ning
have
complained about
muscle weakness after taking
these
medications.
Their running
performances
were dramatically affected
in a negative
way.
My
friends and I
By
Dr. Peter Gott don't believe
that the pharmaceutical companies who manufacture these drugs are being
candid about this issue. I know
that they state that muscle weakness is rare.
Every runner in this club who
takes these medications now has
this so-called "rare disorder." It
would be interesting to have a
research study done about these
medications' effects on runners.
DEAR READER: I believe
you are confusing two of the side
effects of cholesterol-lowering
statins.
First, the "rare disorder" that
is mentioned as a side effect of
these drugs is rhabdomyolysis. This
condition occurs in only one of
every 15 million prescriptions for
statin medications and causes the
muscle damage. When they break
down, the chemicals and enzymes
released can essentially poison the
body. This can lead to muscle
weakness and pain, kidney and/or
liver damage and — if left untreated — death.

Muscle weakness and pain arc
other side effects that are more
common, and some cases may be
severe enough to interfere with
activities such as running, climbing stairs or even walking. While
these are also symptoms of rhabdomyolysis, it does not mean that
the sufferer actually has the condition. However, a blood test will
show whether muscle damage is
the problem.
Another common side effect
of statin therapy is liver damage.
Because this usually does not present with symptoms until the late
stages, regular blood work to monitor liver enzyme levels can determine whether any abnormalities are
present. I generally recommend
people get checked at least once
or twice a year. Those with preexisting liver conditions or who
are on other medications that have
the potential to cause liver damage may need to have their levels checked more frequently.
Some statin users have had
positive results from adding coenzyme Q-I0 supplements to their
daily regimens. Others benefit from
a change in medication. If sidt
effects are present despite trying
several different statins, these dru
may not be suitable.
Alternatives to statins incl
prescription bile acid sumer
or bile acid-binding drugs an
fibrates, niacin, plant stiutols
.5
sterols, and omega-3 oils.
Everyone with a high zhole
terol level should be on a low
fat diet. It may be beneficial tg
reduce salt intake, since high blooi
pressure commonly accotnpaniet
.•
high cholesterol.
If you and your friends are experiencing problems due to statins:
I urge all of you to discuss thq
important issue with your respec;
live physicians.

Dr. Gott

Iteetnitt Bridge
Last dealer.
Last-West vulnerable.
, NORTH
• •AQ62
11PQ 1 85
•10
4tA K Q 7
WEST
EAST
•.1 5
•9 8 7 3
•10 7 4
VA K 9 3 2
•96 4 3
•7
41.11063
+842
SOU'Eti
.41(00 4
'6
852
•95 4,
Thc bidding:
'
East
South
West
North
Pass
I•
Pass
2.
Pass
4•
Pass
4 NT
Pass
6 NT
Opening lead — ace of hearts_
We elm an take solace from some
of the things that happen even in the
most expert company. For example,
take this deal from the match
between(ircat Britain and the United
States in 1955. It serves to demonstrate just how far from par the
experts can stray even in a world
championship event_
When the British held the NorthSouth cards, the bidding went as
shown. Kenneth Konstam opened
one diamond, and Boris Schapiro
jumped to two beans. Schapiro was
trying for a slam, of course, and
Konstam went along with the idea by
leaping to four diamonds. I lc appar-

I,

4

cntly was trying to show a selfr-•
sufficient suit as well as a veq
respectable opening bid.
It is not known whether
Schapiro's four-notrump bid was
intended as Blacitw(xxl. It is also difficult to say how Konstam interpreted four notrump, given his somewhat unorthodox leap to six
notrump. Whatever the case, six .
notrump became the final contract, •
and the American East unsympathetically cashed the A-K of hearts
defeat the slam a trick.
At tire other table,the U.S. pair of
Within Rosen and Milton Ellcnby
arrived at the lame contract, but this
time with South as declarer. Rosen
opened the South hand with three
notrump. which Ellenhy promptly
raised to six.
In esplasaties of this bidding, it •
should be noted that Rosen-Elknhy
were playing -gambling three •
notrump" openings, wherein three,
notrump showed a long solid minots
suit and not much else on the side.
Elleaby's decision to bid six was,
based on the hope that there would
either be a legitimate play for the'
slam or that the contract would be,
made on a wrong opening lead. The
latter wish was granted when the
unfortunate Lnglish West led the jack
of spades, giving Rosen all 13 tricks.
So the Americas team, with a big
assist from Dame Fortune, gained
1,070 points on the deal. Both (cams
missed the ice-cold six-diamond
contract.

"Ilmorrow: Enor prevention.

Cressiverds
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42 Webbing
43 Pizazz
45 Ike's rank
46 Like a box
48 Dug into the
files
51 Not lust my
52 — tube
54 That muchacha
55 Physique
56 Love intensely
57 "Shiny Happy
People" band

1 TLC providers
4 Ease
9 Quagmire
12 Gross!
13 Grove
14 Function
15 Stacks
17 Not cook
(2 wds.)
19 Toshiba
competitor
20 Dillydally
21 Slap together
23 Ouch!
24 Must-haves
27 Metro RRs
28 Touch up
30 Ponderosa son
31 Trial VIP
32 Poseidon's
weapon
34 Gulf St_
35 Delhi nursemaid
37 Ferber or Malay
38 Some. to Pierre
39 Earring sites
41 Football pos.
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11 Figure out
16 Before
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18 Fido's reward
20 Play with idly
21 Hero's award
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22 San Antonio
landmark
23 Comics canine
25 Broad valleys
26 Flop's
Opposite
28 Uh's cousin
29 Kind
of caterpillar
32 Frat letter
33 Sodium,
in chem
36 Laughable
38 Mile-high city
40 Where
Damascus is
42 Blanc or Tillis
44 Advance, as
money
45 "Breathless''
star
46 Weep loudly
47 Quid pro —
48 Van
Wants
force
49 Compass pt
50 Equine mother
53 1 or 2. briefly
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OV C ROLIND UP

o rest for
the weary

Photo courtesy of OVC
Camel! Clark of JSU joined SEMO's
Doug Spada as the only two individuals named to the Preseason AllAmerican Team.

1111111,

OVC puts
two on
First Team
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high zhole
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LANE REPRESENTS
MSU ON THIRD TEAM
OVC Sports Iderissass

•

CHICAGO - Seven Ohio Valley Conference football players have been named
to the Preseason NCAA Division I Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) AllAmerican Team by College Sporting News.
The selections included two first-team=
ers in Jacksonville State defensive back
Carnell Clark and Southeast Missouri State
punter Doug Spada, two third-team selections in Eastern Illinois offensive lineman
Chaz Millard and Murray State defensive
lineman Austcn Lane and three honorable
mention picks in Eastern Kentucky offensive lineman Derek Hardman, Jacksonville
State linebacker Alexander Henderson and
Tennessee -Nch return specialist Henry
Sailcs.
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PREP GOLF ROUNDUP
Alb
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
(Top) Murray's Catherine Claywell attempts a kill against the block of a Ballard Memorial player Saturday during First
Region All 'A' tournament play at Paducah Regional Sports Rex. (Below) Murray's Lauren Dieleman sends this shot over
the net Saturday. The Lady Tigers went 4-3 on the day and finished runner-up.

SEVEN-MATCH DAY AT ALL 'A' ENDS
IN RUNNER-UP FOR LADY TIGERS
By TOMMY

DILLARD

Sports

Writer
PADUCAH, Ky. — Exhausted and running
on fumes from seven consecutive hours of play
at the First Region All 'A' tournament inside
Paducah Regional Sports Plex, Murray's third
match of the day against Community Christian
wasn't the charm.
Rested and re-energized from a bye they
received by beating Murray earlier in the double-elimination tournament, the Lady Warriors
finished the job 25-15, 25-15 in the championship match and advanced to the state tournament in Richmond.
For Murray, it was a disappointing ending
to a day that tested the team's mettle. The
Lady Tigers began pool play at 8:30 a.m. and
didn't wrap up their championship match with
Community Christian until after 4:30 p.m.
Murray played seven matches on the day
and got 15-minute breaks between each. By
the time they faced CCA for the third time,
there wasn't any gas left in the tank, head
coach Breanna Volp said.
"It can go either way, you can play a lot
and build momentum, or you can get tired like
we did and it lx!conies a disadvantage,- she
said.

Laker boys
take third,
girls sixth
over weekend
GARRISON TAKES 2ND
PLACE INDIVIDUAL
HONORS AT BALLARD
Stall Report

M11 Classic Recap
Pool Play
Murray 2, Fulton City 0(25-15. 25-6)
Murray 2, Cattalo Co. 1(21-25, 25-14, 15-5)
CCA 2. Murray 0(18-25, 18-25)
Tournament
Murray 2, Ballard 1(24-26, 27-25. 15-9)
CCA 2, Murray 1 (20-25, 25-20. 14-15)
Murray 2, Ballard 0(25-21, 25-15)
CCA 2. Murray 0(15-25, 15-25)

One point could have changed the course
of the tournament.
In the second match of the afternoon. Murray took CCA to a 14-14 tie in the third set.
The winner would receive a bye and get a
much-needed chance to rest and eat. The loser
would have to beat Ballard Memorial, then
beat the winner twice to claim the championship in double-elimination format.
To win the final point. CCA senior Autumn
Bowman softly tapped the ball into a hole in
the Lady Tigers' defense to take a 15-14 victory.
"That was the crucial point.- said CCA head
coach Rhet McMullen. "Murray's a good team
and we didn't want to get in a position where
we'd have to beat them twice. because I don't
think we could have.Murray never got its feet off the ground in
See ALL 'A', 10

The Calloway County boys and girls
golf teams went their separate ways on
Saturday as the boys took third at the
Ballard County Invitational and the girls
placed sixth at the Paducah Invitational
at Paxton Park.
The boys shot 304 as a team and fell
to Ballard Memorial and St. Mary, who
tied atop the rankings at 301. Mayfield
finished at 309 and Graves County finished at 312 in a tight field.
Hunter Garrison shot a 72 to pace the
Lakers and finished second overall after
a four-hole playoff.
He was followed by Daniel Harper
(75), Matt McReynolds (78), Chasten
Howard 1791 and Brock Simmons (79).
The Lakers also fielded a 'B' team,
which was paced by Austin Miles (73),
Ryan Butler (82). Connor Wagner (88)
and Jeremy Pruitt 1101f

1111111r-

See GOLF, 10

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Tigers take split from weekend road trip
MHS KNOCKS
OFF LEXINGTON
CHRISTIAN, LOSES
TO BARDSTOWN
Staff Report
Murray measured itself against some
of the top small-school competition
in the state ox el the weekend and
Came away tioni the enti al part of

the state with one win and one loss.
On Saturday, the Tigers defeated
Lexington Christian, 2-0. Murray kept
constant pressure on LCA, forcing
several early turnovers that led to a
goal by Alex Bokeno assisted by Matt
Hines at the 31-minute mark.
The Tiger defense shut down Lexington Chnstian and Murray scored
again at the 28-minute mark of the
second half with a Hines goal assisted by Bokeno
The Tigers outshot LCA 7-5 and
got three saves from Will Hudson

and one from Blandon Kipphut in
the shu' out
On Sunda c. Murrav traceled to
Bardstown and came out on the losing end of a close 3-2 march against
Bardstown Bethlehem.
The Tigers led at halftime. hut
were shut out in the second frame
and succame to tcso Bethlehem coals
down the stretch
The two teams traded penalty kick
goals in the first hall as Murra went
on top at the 111 minute mark on a
strike by Bokcno Bethlehem exerted

the score at the eight-minute mark
when Jared Wolf found the back of
the net
But the Tigers struck again going
into the break as Jeremy Curd scored
on an assist from Michael Mangold
at the secen-mmute mark
In the second half. Murray began
to show the effects of as third match
in tout (lass as Bethlehem's quick
ness and constant pressure took its
toll
Bethlehem evened things quickly
with a goal at the AS-minute mark

and took the lead on a score with
27 minutes remaining Murray couldn't muster another goal
Bethlehem outshot the Tigers 12
6 and Murray got six saves from
Hudson and one from Kipphut
The Tigers improved their record
to 2-1 user the weekend Bethlehem
is 2-0 and Lexington Christian is ()
I 2 on the young season
Murray will travel to St Mars on
Thesda, for an Al) 'A' regional match

SPORTS
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MLB ROUNDUP:
ST LOUIS 5,
SAN DIEGO 2
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ftrst two Padres batten tled off seven consecutive points ment with
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epic
three-s
et some of the team's defensive
and is designed(Or women who may Or may not play golf. Since
reached against Smoltz, includ- to take a tone-setting 7-2 lead
match against Ballard Memo- holes in several games.
AT&T Is sponeadng the event, the Center tor TSM at MSU is only asking Evedh Cetera with a lead- in the first set.
rial which they won 24-26, 27Setter Lauren Dieleman ing for clanstiOre from each partiothwt IN,we go toward the AT&T
off infield single, but didn't
"I think coming into it, they 25, 15-9. The
Lady Tigers had helped Murray out to early teholentap fund to be awarded to Wades unsling the MSU TIN proscore. After getting Adrian Gon- knew they had to beat them
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Directo
r WM Snodgrass and lunch sponsored by AT&T whore attendees
sets,
25-21
and
25-15.
In the semifinal against Balby fanning cleanup hitter Chase to win four sets at the least
The tournament marked the lard, she helped the Lady Tigers wi hear from guest speaker Mary Pat Rogers, president of AT&T
and beat them," Volp said. "It first official First
Region All to a 4-0 lead in the first set Kentucky. My professional woman who is interested is encouraged to
•
tz smack out the side was partly mental."
participate. To register. Mk finfAv.murraystabs.roduitsen/ctarn. For more
'A'
tourna
ment.
Murray
played and a 3-0 advantage in the infermation
the next two innings. Tony
The Lady Tigers and Lady out of the Second
Region last second. All three points in the Anderson at'bout the AT&T Women in Telecom Golf Day,contact Amber
Gwynn Jr. snapped the streak Warriors were clearly
(270)009-3907.
the
class season and advanced to the second came
with a single to shallow left- of the eight-team
off
aces.
tournament. state tournament as runner-up.
"She's our first server and
center leading off the fourth. CCA went undefe
ated on the
The Lady Tigers relied heav- she usually gets us off to a TITANS ROUNDUP
Gwynn and Gonzalez were the day while Murray
finished 4- ily on senior hitter Taylor Butpretty good start," Volp said.
only Padres who didn't strike 3 with all
three losses coming ler for much of their scoring
out against Smolu.
"I'm
a little calmer when she's
to the eventual dtampions.
in the early-going Saturday. serving. I have faith she can
get it in."
Ultimately, the CCA defense
made the difference. The Lady
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) time with a hamstring injury.
Warriors were scrappy defen- - Several Tennessee Titans
Also, nickelback Vincent
sively and were able to fill player who have missed time Fuller increas
ed his workload
their holes where the Lady with injuries are practicing to include some
team drills.
Tigers were not.
again.
He is recovering from a groin
'Today, we had a big hole
Linebacker Stephen Tullock injury.
in the middle and a big hole who has been out with knee
Receiver Mark Jones fieldin the front left and CCA took tendinitis, did individual work, ed punts but did little
else a$
advantage of that and got it and safety Nick Schommer he makes his way
back front
Reg. $2,500 Sale Price $1595
there," Volp said. "In the sec- returned Sunday after missing a hamstring proble
m.
ond match, we were able to
cover it up and made it a lot
closer, but in this game, we
definitely didn't cover our holes
as well."
From Page 9
while Summer Simmons fired
Jacqueline Vilarclo was a
On the girls side, Calloway 90 and Safiah Hassan shot 97.
highlight in the championship shot a team 360 to place sixth
Madison Contri(99), Chelsea
match, contributing 12 digs. at Paducah. Marion (III.)
took Holzschuh (102) and Hannah
Dieleman and Catherine Clay- home the title with a
team Ryan (104) rounded out the
well added three kills each.
307. Clarksville (Tenn.) placed field.
Reg. $1,095 Sale Price
On the whole. Volp was sat- second with a 323 and Heath
Both Calloway squads trav.
isfied with the day and said it was third at 336.
el to Trigg County on Tues.
should serve as a momentumMadison Connell was the day and will play at Lake
builder for her team as they pacesetter for Calloway, firing Barkley State
Resort Park'S
turn their attention to district an 84. Katie Tindell shot 87 Boots Randol
ph Course.
play.
Murray opens with Ciilloway
County on Thursday night at
Tiger Gym.
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Injured Titans back but
limited in practice
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NEARING RENABILITATION
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From Page 9
The honors were chosen by

Man Hurls Polecat 63 ft.
BEXAR COUNTY - After using Thera-Gesic on Ins sore i.houldcr.
Torn W. was abie to rid his pitipeny of the varmint last thunday.
When asked if the poiceat lived or died he
painlessly replied "Stec aria dang husino.ir
Go Painlessly Cowsad On

Buy nERACEBIC
Per,Creme

the 10 member staff of CSIY.
In all 166 players from 70
schools were picked to one of
the three teams or received
honorable mention honors.

Teem

First
De - Carnet, Clark Jacksonville State
P - Doug Scads. SE Missouri Slats
Third Teem
00 - Chu Millard, Eastern Illinois

DE - Austen Lem Murray Mete

Nocionebte Mention
OT - Derek Hardman. Eastern Kentucky
LB Alexander Henderson. Jacksonville
Stets
RS - Henry Smiles Tennessee Tech
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